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COAL RESTRICTIONS DURING AUGUST, SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER.

The following restrictions on supplies of coal and coke to controlled

premises (except hospitals and schools) will he in force during the three months

starting August they apply to the whole quarter and not to separate months.

Except under licence from the Local Fuel Overseer, coal (other than the

larger sizes of anthracite) must not he acquired in greater quantity than will

raise the stock held at any time on the premises to tons, and in no case my

more than one ton he acquired during the period.

Coke and the larger sizes of anthractite may not he acquired in greater

quantity than will raise the stocks of these fuels on the premises to 3 tons.

These quantities are not rations to which everyone is automatically entitled,,

Deliveries will depend on the state of supplies in the area.

Local Fuel Overseers may grant licences for extra quantities in special

Ceases i.e. where supplies mayhe difficult to deliver in the -winter, and also, if*

the supply position permits, to those premises whose reasonable requirements

justify the holding of larger stocks.

Coke and the larger sizes of anthracite are at present in better supply than

other kinds of coal. People who normally use only house coal are advised to make

part of their purchases in coke in order to mix these fuels when the time comes for

burning then, and these who can use anthracite should buy the larger sizes and if

necessary break it themselves.

The utmost economy in consumption is necessary in order that any supplies

acquired may he put into stock for the winter.
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Notes for the guidance of the Press

The object of these restrictions during the next quarter is to spread the

supplies available for stocking as evenly as possible over the country as a whole

so that, wherever possible, everyone in a position to do so may acquire some stock,

Householders who have no cellars and normally do not store coal, are advised to
set aside a small space either inside or outside their house in which to keep, say,

3 cwt. of coal. This will take about 3ft. x 2ft. x 2ft. The 5 cwt. can be built

up by purchases over the next three months.

The Ministry makes this suggestion because a reserve in the house will help

to tide the small householder overlay difficult cold period when there may be severe

physical difficulties, as last winter, in the way of delivering coal.

All coal stocks should be treated as a precious reserve against the winter.

The temptation should be resisted to light a coal - or any other fire - on chilly

evenings.

The use of hot. water boilers should be cut down to a minimum.

Experts have estimated that considerable savings in the fuel consumption of the

average domestic hot water boiler could be achieved by covering up pipes with old

material.

Economies now will help in the winter months ahead.


